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One of the most intriguing aspects of sport and one that drives consumer interest involves the uncertainty of 
product competition (Soebbing, Humphreys, & Mason, 2013). A way to maintain a level of competition and 
uncertainty in game outcomes is to have evenly matched competitors. Leagues have designed a variety of regulations 
and restrictions to promote competitive balance between teams (e.g., revenue sharing, salary caps, scheduling, free 
agency). To aid with long term competition, leagues have also developed a variety of draft systems which, for the 
most part, are designed to allocate better talent to the weaker teams, thereby restoring competitive balance within 
the league (Brown, Rascher, Nagel, & McEvoy, 2016). 
 
There are also financial incentives for teams to pursue a high draft pick. Price, Soebbing, Berri, & Humphreys (2010) 
found that a top pick in the National Basketball Association (NBA) Draft resulted in a $4.2 million increase in gate 
revenues in the following season, meanwhile, the second overall pick saw a $2.3 million increase. With both the 
prospect of a better future team and financial gains, many weaker teams have resorted to a concept known as 
tanking, defined as “not putting forth the level of effort necessary to maximize the number of regular-season wins, 
as a strategy to improve the position of a team in the upcoming [amateur] entry draft” (Soebbing et al., 2013, p. 193).  
 
While tanking may provide incentives at the team level, it poses problems for leagues, as it can result in a reduction 
of overall profits via decreased interest from fans and sponsors for teams who are not pursuing winning (Lenten, 
Smith, & Boys, 2018). This can impact ticket sales, sponsorship contracts, and television ratings. Furthermore, 
widespread intentional losing may also threaten the integrity of the league, resulting in negative publicity (Soebbing 
et al., 2013).  
 
Despite these league threats, in recent years, it appears that fans have become cognizant of the value of tanking and 
its potential positive impact and may even be attracted by the prospect of team improvement through these actions 
(Hanzus, 2011). For instance, during the 2011 National Football League (NFL) season, many Indianapolis Colts fans 
openly rooted for their team to lose as many games as possible, in hopes of securing the top pick in the 2012 NFL 
Draft, highlighted by star Stanford quarterback Andrew Luck (Politi, 2011). Milwaukee Bucks fans also once raised 
money to purchase a billboard, imploring the team continue its losing ways to position itself for a chance to draft 
phenoms Andrew Wiggins or Jabari Parker (Moore, 2013). Consequentially, the idea that sport fans may openly 
support team failure is an emerging and unique concept in fan reactionary behavior, in need of segmented academic 
work. 
 
Generally, fans seek to associate themselves with and support successful teams (Hirt, Zillman, Erickson, & 
Kennedy, 1992). Through association with successful entities, fans garner a sense of accomplishment and inherently 
seek to be matched as similarly competent, a concept known as vicarious achievement (Funk & James, 2004). As a 
result, fans may respond to their team’s successes and failures with corresponding behaviors, including BIRGing 
(basking in reflected glory), CORFing (cutting off reflected failure), and BLASTing (blaming others to explain team 
failure). However, another set of behaviors called BIRFing exists, where fans may bask in spite of reflected failures 
to display extreme loyalty (Campbell, Aiken, & Kent, 2004). Fans in this case demonstrate their high identification 
with the team, even in times of low performance, so as not to appear as fair-weathered fans.  
 
Though BIRFing captures the phenomenon of high identification during low team performance, it does not 
necessarily explain the fan who understands or appreciates team losses or tanking with the understanding that it 
could result in future gains. As such, the purpose of this study is to fill this gap in the literature by interviewing fans 
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who are supportive of their team's perceived decision to tank, in an effort to understand the motivations involved in 
this unique form of behavior, which appears to go against conventional fandom.  
 
The NBA was selected as the league of interest in this study due to the pervasive press it has received regarding 
tanking. Due to the desire to unearth a rich understanding of this peculiar form of fan behavior, qualitative research 
was selected as an appropriate design. A semi-structured interview guide (Merriam, 2009) was designed based on 
popular press work on the “tanking phenomenon,” as well as the theoretical tenets of vicarious achievement and 
sport fan reactionary behaviors. Specifically, questions revolve around the rationale for support of tanking, 
corresponding attitudes, and consumption intentions. Demographics, team identification, and NBA knowledge 
measures are also being collected. 
 
Modified snowball sampling is being used to procure fans of the following NBA teams, who are currently having 
subpar seasons and have been suspected by the popular press of tanking (Lowe, 2018): Atlanta Hawks, Chicago 
Bulls, Dallas Mavericks, and Sacramento Kings. Targeting fans of these teams can not only provide a diverse 
perspective, but also allow for varying team brand identity. Interviews will be conducted until data saturation is 
reached and are expected to conclude by the end of the 2017–18 NBA regular season. Basic inductive analysis will 
follow, including member checks and analyst triangulation. Open coding will allow for themes to emerge and 
repetitive themes amongst the participants will be compared and analyzed. 
 
Findings are expected to reveal the ways in which fans perceive tanking behaviors by their selected team and how 
these perceptions shape their consumption behaviors. These themes will be discussed in line with other consumer 
behavior literature, including vicarious achievement and fan reactionary behavior (Campbell et al., 2004; Funk & 
James, 2004). These findings will be valuable due to the dearth of empirical evidence on the fan perspective and 
intended behaviors as a result of tanking. Further, from a practical perspective, the results may inform sales and 
marketing strategies during periods of losing. 
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